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ON THE REPORT OF THE CENTRAL 'COMMITTEE OF THE COMMUNIST
PARTY OF THE SOVTET UNION DELIVERED BY COMRADE KHRUSHCHEV TO
THE TWENT]ETH PARTY CONGRESS
I
The following report was given by a trade union
indication of the revisionist takeover of the Ceitrat
sec'tiontrorganizer of the Communist party, |JSA in
Commiftee of the CPSU. This paper is a/so printed
1956,.shortly after the reports of the 20th Congress
to indicate that struggle aga'inst the revisionist line
in the CPUSA did occur at that time; although not
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CpSlJ)
were received in the U.S. /f ls presenteO ner:e
as well organized or widespread as necessary. The
person' who wrote the report is presently a leading
because it contains a thorough refutation of the,
spurious ideological theses that were the lirst overti
member of the RU.-Ed.
correct way to approach the question." They are
offered because I have arrived at them in the
process of trying to understand the world situation through a consideration of the report of

(This report was begun within days of the receipt
here of the reports from the 20th Congress. /t uzas
finished a few days tollowing the frinting in'the U.S.
'ot the so-called "secret report." lt was deliiered in
appropriate bodies and lorwarded to appropriate
commiftees. lt is reproduced here exactly as then
given and with no changes. However, two small additions were made in response to questions then
raised and as a result of the dlscussions. These are
additions made in the course of giving the report
and are included here, clearly indicated by being
. enclosed in parentheses.)

Comradg Khrushchev

, Before I beEn, a word oh dogmatism. lt is
absotutely true that dogmatisni has no place in
Marxrsm; in fact, they 'are ideological enemies.
There are no sacred cows, no unchanging principles of action in Maiiism. This couid not be
otherwise-Marxism rs based on an understanding of the universality of change, and Marxism, if it
is not to be reduced to sterillformulas, can be no
exception to that universality. As relationships
.change in a concrete and qualitatively different
way, so change the laws of the interaction oJ these
relationships, and so.are changed the necessary
courses of action to further develop the partisan

I choose to write out my discussion of the report largely because of the present .necessity to
organize my several objections to its conclusions
in as clear and as Marxist a way as I am capable
of. I am hampered, of course, as is everyone by
the yet insufficient documentation of many of the
. conclusions, and, also, I arn hampered by
personal limitations, insufficient research in the
classical documents of Marxism-Leninism, and a
knowledge of the mater-iaI relhtions in,the
capitalist and socialist worlds that is more
. superficial than profound. Nevertheless, my objections to the report bre based on my present
understanding and a serious examination of
those documents I have seen.
My objections are as follows: The formulation
on the present "non-inevitability of war," a difterence in thd assessment of reasons for the
lessening of tensions through Soviet success in
peace actiods, a' question on developments in
former colonial countries and the so-called "zone
of peace," a difference in principle, perhaps
minor, on a question of Party organization, and a
' disagreement both as to method and content on

struggle of the working class.
There are many examples of this change in the

hundred year otd history of Marxism. Socialism
in one country, the advance to socialism in those

countries where

.

the re-evgluation of Stalin.

'

ln addition, tentatively and timidly, I venture a
pair of formulations: One, on an. dspect of the
road from bourgeois democracy to socialism in
countries recently liberated f rom colonial
doinination, and, the other, on peaks and lulls of
the revolutionary movement in capitalist countries. These are tentative and timid ,because I
. have no basis for an extreme confidence in my
ability to creati.vely apply Marxism-Leninism no
mattdr how ctiligent and serious-my attempt. ln
no sense.are they offered in the spirit of, "You
are wrong, Comrade Khrushchev; this is the

the contradictions are

severe as opposed

,

most

to the idea that socialism will

come first to the most developed capitalist countries, the distinction between rygribund and expanding capitalism, the role of the peasantry in
the proletarian revolution, are oply a teW of the
many developments in Marxist fheory and practice that have occurred.
Moreover, in addition to change in life producing change in practice, there is also the advancement of intormation and science, including Marxist science, making it possible for Marxists of a
later day to examine more concretely and more
thoroughly certain aspects of revolutionary struggle than was possible for earlier Marxists. So if
have objection to some of the theses in the report of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Soviet _Union, it is not mere difference from the rhore traditional formulations
that disturbs me. Rather, my concern is directed
to whether or not the report fully establishes the
basis for rep'lacement of the old formulation with
the new.
I

The lnevitability of War
ln rega.rd to the thesis of ComraiJe Khrushchev
that war is no longer'.inevitable: lt seerhs to me
that the picture he paints is a rosy, unrealistic

:,
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one, not supported by the laws of capitalist development or deterioration. He cited two reasons
why war is no longer inevitable: The growing
strength of the socialist world, and the strength
of the worJd peace forces including the "zone of
peace."
There is a third point that Comrade
Khrushchev raises in the earlier section of the report on relaxation of tensions and which applies
'here, though
Comrade Khrushchev may not have
so intended. This third point is the growing
awareness of capitalist cir.cles as to what wai
would mean and their knowledge of the invincibility of the Soviet Union. I will discuss this
also, even though Comrade Khrushchev does not
list it ds a specif ic factor in his argument,
because when others maintain the thesis on
"non-inevitability", this point is always brought in
to buttress the case.
It is true that the points Comrade Khrushchev
raises act of deterrents to war,. but Corfirade
Khrushchev must answer other questions before
hp can say that war is no longer inevitable. ln fact,
there ig d glaring contradiction betyveen this point
in the report and the parts immediately preceding
where he points out how the situation in the
capitalist world malket has become aggravated;
how the contradictions between the imperial tendencies of the chief world powers is bringing them
to more and greater conflict; how Anglo-American
conflicts have deepened, as have the conflicts
between Britain and Japan and Germariy; how
West Germany and Japan have almost regained
their pre-war positions.
No, it is not enough to stress the growlng
peace strength, or that of the socialist world.
What about the fascization of a major capitalist
power-is that rulbd out as no longer possible? I
know that fascism is not inevitable anywhere, but
the uneven development of capitalism includes
the uneven developrfent of the resistance to
capitalism. Can it be held that it will, not can,
always be stopped? Or is war still nof inevitable
if a major. capitalist power turns to fascism?
Nowhere in the entire report is fascism mentioned, and that, it seems to me, is a glaring
weakness of the discussion of peace.
Lenin speaks of imperialism as "the epoch of

wars and rbvolution." Does

Comrade

Khrushchev's formulation mean that capitalism in
major crisis will no longe'r have the alternative of
war but will proceed immediately, nation by nation, peacefully or otherwise; towards social revolution?
It is one thing to make bold new theses. One
does not have to be a Marxist to do that. lt is
quite another thing to make a thesis and
establish it on the basis of understanding all the
phenomena of sooial intercourse. I think that
Comrade Stalin in Economic Problems of
Socra/ism made a much sounder evaluation of the
peace question today, more MarXist in that he
sees all the phenomena seen by the. ,Central
Committee but also rpcognizes what is basic in
capitalist relations. ln section six of this profound

work is what I believe to be a rna'sterly presentation of the real relations .of the capitalist world
and a, specific answer to most of the points
raised by Comrade Khrushchev. I woutd like to
quote all its few pages but will satisfy myself with
its last paragraph:
"lMhat

is most likely

movement, as

is

that the present-day peace

a movement for the preservation of

peace, will, if lt succeeds, result in' pre.venting a
particular war, in its temporary postponement, in the
temporary preseruation of a particular peace, in the

resignation of a bellicose
government and its
'that
supersesslon by another
is prepared, temporarily, to keep the peace. That, of couise, will be
good. Even very good. But, all the same, it will not
be enough to eliminate the inevitability of war
between-capitalist countrieS generally. lt will not be
enough, because for all lhe successes of the peace
movement, imperialism will remain, continue in
force--and, consequently, the inevitability ,of wdrs
will also continue in force.
"To eliminate the inevitability of war, it is necessary
to abolish imperialism."
As to the role of the ''zone qf peace", I believe
that Comrade Khrushchev makes the mistake of
regarding what is a temporary phenomenon
based on the situation of the moment to be, of
necessity, durqble and lasting, but I will discuss
this more fully when I deal with developments.in
the former colonial countries. ln any case, even,
if, for the purposes of argument, we grant that
the liberation of the colonial countries removes
these countries from the orbit of capitalism with
respect to war and into the front ranks of the
peace fighters, it does not affect, except to make
more desperate, the devblopment of the contradictions between capitalist powe16.
The point about the growing awareness in
capitalist circles of what war would mean is
simply not to the point. Yet everyone who wishes
to argue against the inevitability of war makes it.

There

is good reason for this

because

in

capitalist couritries there is both conscious and
unconscious knowledge on the part of the peo-'
ple that, in fundamentdl matters, they have very
little to say about the policy of the government'
and hearing important spokesmen of the
bourgeoisie laud and proclaim a strengthened
military policy, including the policy of "preventive
war", need the assurance that the bourgeoisie
does not desire war before they can think wars
not inevitable.
Tfough ComradO Khrushchev does not make
thiq point directly, he makes it indirectly by citing
it aq a reason for the lessening of tensions, and
the.concept carries over. lncidentally, it is not a
reason for the lessening of tensions either. To
quote fromlthe report: "Unddr the impact of
these inconte.stable facts, symptoms of a certain
sobering up are appearing among inf luential
Western circles. More and more people are realizing what a dangerous gamble war is," etc.,
how it would lead to socialism, how there would
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be 1o victor in an atom war, etc.
This position is shockinqly similar to Browder.'s
i'intelligent" capitalists. Comrade Khrushchev's
statement of a growing awareness on the part of
capitatist leadefs is true perhaps-but what has
that to do with thb inevitability of war or, for that

matter, with the less'ening of 'tensions? Do
capitalist powers always act according to their
own best interest? For example, wa.s it 'in the
best interest of American and British capitalists
to b-uild up Germany and Japan, before the
Second World War? Far from it-nor is the pre'
sent arms buildup of WeSt Germany and the attempt in Japan in the best interests of any other
national capitalist ilass, yet it is being implemented.

There are many other examples from the histo show that capitalists do
what brings them the most rmmediate profiF-not
what is in their own best interest. The nature of
capitalism is such that this cannot change w-[ile
capitalism exists-if it could the question of the
socialist reorganization of society would not be
so near its solution.
Comrade Khrushchev should be able to understanU this-it requires only a little extension
of the understanding that he shows elsewhere in
the report. Speakingbt tne attempts of present day
bourgeois economists and politicians to deny the
necessity of capitalist crisis, and ridiculing their
thesis that government regulation can prevent
absolutely the certainty of crisis, he says:

tory of capitalism

'

"Ihe state is powerless fo do away with the obiecof capitalist economy, which lead to
anarchy of production and economic crlses. Cn'ses
are inherent in the very nature of capitalism, they
are inevitable. " (my emphasis)

tive laws

And the objective laws of capitalist economy also
lead to war. Yes, Comrade Khrushchev, wars and
crises are "inherent in the very nature of
capitalism, they are inevitable."
'fhe thesis that wars are no longer inevitable
might be more convrncing naO ihere'not occurred an uninterrupted series of wars and
nrilitary engagements from World War ll right
down to the present day. lt is true that peace
fQrces have sqcceeded in limiting and stopping
many of these wars, but their continuing occurrenee is hardly cause for optimism.
Cornrade 'Khrushchev states that imp6rialism
leacis tO war and that will continue as long as imperialism exists. But his conception that [he present peacs forces can stop every war from occfirring seems to me:incompatible with the real relations between capitalist powers. Much of fte
world is lost to imperialism, that is true; the
peace forces grow, that is true;, but, on the other
' hand, the general crisis of capitalism
matures to
deep and profound crisis, to convulsions, one
.might say. Can it be held that imperialism in its
decline will" be less bloody than in its heyday?
This
seems hardly likely.
.

Of course, as Stalin proves, war against the
Soviet Union is not inevitable, though that, too, is
a danger. Of course the peace forces can do
much .to limit and contain ,and even stop a
particular war, ean be a material force in saving

the world from atomic destruction. I .am confi-'
dent that the socialist camp and the peace forces
'will'score many successes in the fight for peace,
and that this necessary fight ,will lead to a
peaceful world. Can it be said that the peace
forces in the United States can prevent our war
makeis,from taking us to war as they, did in
Korea? We will reach that point-we are not at it.

A word on the reasoning of Comrade
Khrushchev and his departure from'the MarxistLeninist method. ln developing his idea .of the
non-inevitability of war, he begins by sepaiating
the development.of war into its economic and
social aspects.

"People usually take only one aspect of tle question and examine only the economic basl's of wars
under imperialism. Ihls is not enough. War is not
only an economic phenomenon. Whether there is to
be a war or not depends in large measure on the
conelation of c/ass, politiaal forces, the degree ot
organization and the awareness and resolve of the
peopte. Moreover, in certain conditions the struggte
waged by progressive social and political torces
may play a decisive role."
From this point he shows how in previous wars
these progressive social-and political forces were
weak, but that now they are strong and capable of,
playing a decisive role. His argume.nt iq interesting,
and his separation of war into these two aspects
may be generally correct, but his conclusions are
incorrect precisely because of the correctness of'
his analysis. As a matter of fact, if wars are not inevitable he must throw into the ashcan of histqry.
not only Lenin's thesis of the inevitability of wars.
under imperialism, but, also, the method of dialectical materialism. Because the basis of capitalist.
economic relations produces the experience of the
catastrophes of war, the peace mqvement develops, just as the experience of exploitation produces the trade union movement. Just as the National Assoeiation of Manufacturers and the trade
union movement are elements of the superstructure of capitalisrn, go, too, are military organization
and the peace movement.
lnteraction is the essence of tl'ie relation between.
basis and superstructure; that is why peace forces
can postpone, limit, even stop wars at certain'
points. But Comrade Khrushchev, which is decisive,
basis or superstruOture? lt is true that superstruciture can topple basis, but when that happens the
,basis is replaced by a new one. Recalling the victorious slogan of the Bolshevik revolution in his
own country, "Peace, Land, and Bread," Comrade
Khrushchev can see a case of superstructure toppling basis, where the struggle for peace was an important driving'force foi tne replacement of the
'bourgeois order bv ihe socialist order. Peopld will
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fight for peace because they must and "peace will
triumph over-war", and in that proce$s capitalism
will pass from the world stage. Nb, Qomrade
Khrushchev's thesis that within the framework of
gxistirrg imperialisrn war is not inevitable'is essentially a thesis that the superstructure rqay be
stronger than the basis, an ideanotcompatible with
dialectical materialism

.lend this point with a quotation from a letter of

Engels to Conrad Schmidt, October 27, 1890:
.

ll

"What these gentlemen all lack is dialectiC ,They
never see apything but here cause and there eftect.
That ih,s ls a hollow abstraction, that such
metaphysical polar opposites only exist in the real
world during.cdses, while the whole vasl process
proceeds in the form of interaction (though ol very'
unegual forces, the economic movement being
by far the strongest, most elemental and most
decisive) and that here everything is relative and
nothing is abso/ute-this they never begin to seel"
(my emphasis)
(Some. comrades claim' that I have misunderstood the nature of the claim of the Central
Committee; that in questbn is only a war involv'ing.the Soviet Union. This is incorrect-for no
new thesis is necessary here as Stalin has demonstrated that at the 19th Congress. Others
blaim that my misunderstanding lies in that the
clairn of non-inevitability is intended only for major or world wars, whether or not they involve the
Soviet Union, and is not intended to cover the
multitude of small wars. This too is incorrect
because such a meaning would make the claim
ridiculous in that small wars can grow into lafge

ones. ln any case, both of 'these clalms are
without foundation. The, Cehtral Commlttee can
be wrong*as I think they are-but they are not
illiterate. They are perfectly capable of saying

what they mean.
(The comrades are more correct who criticize
my presentation in that I fail, just as:Comrade
Khrushchev does, to distinguish between wars.
These comrades are perfectly right. There are
'wars and then there are wars, or as Marxists
haye said for a century-there are unjust wars
and there are just wars. Even if it were possible
to create the capitalist utopia.where no set of national capitalists wouldrwar with any other, where
all differences are settled in The Hague to the
satisfaction of all, no one on earth, not even
Communistsi'can prelvent an oppressed people at
the limit of their resources from taking up arms
against their oppressor. As for me, i would not
like a world where war against the imperialists was
not possible. lwould not like it, and I do not believe
that it exists-<utside of dreams.
(These comrades are right. A proper discussion
of war in modern life should begin with the discussion of just and unjust wars and go on from
there.)
Reasons for the Lessening of Tensions
Comrade KhrushcheV's' report' leaves

the

im-

pressi6n that the reason f6r the ,lebsening of
tensions on a world scale is the "new look"' in
Soviet foreign policy. I would not discount for
one momeni tne significance of the actionslof
the Soviet Union in foreign affairs, ftor; ?rn.,l
critioizing in any way the handling of this poliqy
compellipg the capitalist world in greater qnd
lesser degrees to cooperate in the lessening of
te-psions. lt is beautiful to behold and a positive
accomplishment.

But one must look, it seems to me, beyond
adroitness in the handling of foreign affairs to
see why this adroitness is meeting with such suc.
cess. Soviet foreign,policy is, t belidve, well and
ably. undertaken, but the reason for its present
success is a change in the world situation. Upon
the conclusion of World War ll and in the years,
immediately folloWing, all capitalist nations
becahe more or less,, and mostly more, under
the dominatiori of the United Statbs. They could
not help this situation for a number of reasons:
They were forced to relinquish rnarke.ts because
they could no longer supply them; in order to retain the maximum of positions they stil! held they
had to permit the United States to "help" both in
regard to armaments and the service of markets;
moreover, with the increased prestige of the
sociatist world throughout the capitalist nations
and the growth of large Communist Parties within,
them, these nations feared an imniinent social re:
volution unless they could avoid immediate
crisis.

American capitalists, licking their chops; mado
the most of this opportunity, tying the question oI
aid very intimately with the growing American control of the foreign and domestic markets of the

former capitalist giants. But this situation has
changed-from a position of dependence to one ol

increasing sharp riyalry in the capitalist world. This
manifests itself in many ways, one of which is to
begin to limit and oppose the foreign policy cif thb
United States, which, under the'slogan of "unitlng
the free world against Communism", has made and
is attempting to solidify with much success many
inroads into the markets of other capitalist nations"

ln this framework trade with the socialist world
is assuming greater importance for these countriee. This ii a tuttittmenl as yet only partial ot the
prediction made by Stalin in Economic Problerfb
of Socialism. Also, as Stalin points out, no matter
whai these nations may publiciy siry, they knbw
they are in no dangef of being attacked by lhe
Soviet Union, that the United States,'qnd not,'!hi
Sbviet tlnion, limits their capacity for profit'!akirql.

Since

at the moment the contradictions

between the other powers are less than their corh'
mon bhafing undeir the American bit; moreover,

since the contradictions of capitalism have'not
matured to mafor capitalist crisis, war. betwegn
capitalist powers is not on the, immediate agenda. ln this framewoik, the sabotage of "free
.porldr' policy as set by the United ttates is"to
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'the-riimmedlate best interest, that is, increased
profits, of the capitalist nations engaged in struggle with the Amgrican capitalisfi class.
' l, of courSe, highly admire the way the'soviet
Union is conducting its foreign affairri in utilizing
Qnd developing [he contiadictions betweei
capitalist states to promote peace, but the malor
reasons for the successes are the developing
contradictions. Of course, the "active and flexi-

ri
'

ble" for,eign policy-Comrade

Mikoyani5

phrosHontributes to and enlarges the area of

'

success. However, should one proceed from and
pbrsist in an iniorrect estimate of the wbrlu

,
I
:
', ,
i
I,

.(l have. not discussed the change in foreign
policy of the Soviet Union vis-a-vis Yugoslavia.
When the Comlnform documents of the dispute
with Yr,lgoslavia were published I agreed :with
them. My tendency as of this moment is to think
that those'decisions were correct at least in their
basic particulars. Since those documents.are not
presently available to me for study in the tight of
the events of today, and since the discussion, in
the Central Committee report is not ver.l
thorough in this particular, ] cannot be certain in
my belief.)

i

Peaceful and 7or Parliamentary Transition to
Socialism

,

ls it true that peaceful transition to socialism is
possible? Of course it is. Given the appropriate
conditions-which may occur-it is possible.
However, the example of Hungary after World
-War I is no example. lt is true that a government
led by Communists came to power by parliamen':tary means, if you will, but it was extinguished by
the counter-revolution before it could move to
socialiSm.' As yet, Czechoslovakia comes closest;
, though. this was neither parliamentary
nor
peaceful,,there was little violence. ln the remaining European People's Democracies, the goVernments set, up by victorious armies (hardly
peaceful) were led by parties and individtrals
committed to the establishment of socialism.
Nevertheless,' in the abstract sense, peaceful
.transition to soeialism is a possibility.
.However, I do not agree with the way Comrade
: Khrushchev places the question because ,he
places it as an immediate question in the present
world situation. No genuine Communist Parties
"advocate" violence. They work for the peaCeful
development of socialist actions. But they recognize the facts of life and history, that "force is
the midwife of ihe new society"-Marx's phrasqthat force is brought to bear by the capitalist class
against the manifestation of the people's will to
establish a socialist society or even lesser goals.s ;
Had Khrushchev merely' been reiterating the
1.'statements of Marx and Lenin that peaceful
.trarrsition was possible in order to point out'to
'' the world that force comes from thb exploiters,
not the people, and that the people must overcome thiS force, one could have no objectibn.

But' it is quite different with the clairn of
Comrade Khrushbhev, for: he purports to see
something new in the presEnt situation to the effect thdt "the historical situatibn has undergone,
radical changes which make possible'a new,,approach to the. qu6stign." Here again we have the
,same facts cited as ih the non-inevitability of war
argument. Moreover, the impression is given that
it is on the order of the day in a nurnber of countries. He does not say'where, except to state that
where capitalism is still strong and has a huge
military police apparatus it is not possible.
I try to think of what countries he can be refer' ring to-surely
not Guatemala or Cuba, not
Taiwan or South Korea, not South Vietnam or
Malaya, not Spain or Portugal. I think he must
',.
have beOn rbfeiring to France or ltaly, and
'perhaps to, lndonesia, lndia, and Burma. These
last three countries I will discuss later in connec-

tion with the colonial question. Let us takd
France and ltaly-what does he mean?-where
capitalism is weaker-surely capitalism is

or ltaly than it is in Guatemala
or Squth Vietnam. Surely capitalist power is more
entrenched in those areas where feudalism has
long gone out of existence than in those areas
that are still semi-feudal.
' ln this argument , I believe that Cqmrade
Khrushchev makes a number of serious errors
indicating that, apparently, he does not un:
derstand the history of the Marxist development
of the question. He seems to see the accespion
s,tronger in France

to

power of socialism as occurring when
leadership of the "ovemrihelming majority of the
population is won by the working clags"-mind

)/ou, without mgntioning !ts Communist

it is clear that he does not think a
be behind the Communists-any
coalltion of working class parties would suffice.

yanEuard. And

. majofity must

He seems to rewrite and forget Lenin wholesale.

What are the conditions for the aeeession to
power of socialism? Lenin laid them down, and,
in my opinion, they still apply. There must .be. a
deep-seated bourgeois crisis, in which the power
of the bourgeoisie is drastically curtailed,
wherein they can no longer govern in the same
old way; there must be a consciousness
among the whole people that things cannot go
on,as before; and, finally, the majority of the
working class must support its advanced revolur
tionary vanguard, the Communist Party. All of
these factors must be present; if not, the crisis
will be resolved 'some othei way. Comrade
Khrushchev seems to expect the development.
to proceed in ordinary political ways, but the
truth is; certified to by history and Marxist
science, that deep-seated bourgeois crisis is
necessary to and responsible for the victory of
socialism.

As a matter of fact, Comrade Khrushchev confuses two questions-the seizure of power by the
working class with the transition to socialism once in power. He goes back and forth between the
two points as if they are the same point. For in-

i
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stance, his recoll6ctions of Lenin's position indicates this, and I quote from the report:.
."lt will be recalled -that in the conditions that arose
in April 1917 Lenin granted the possibility that the
Aussran revolution might develop peacefully, and
that in the spring of 1918, after the victory of the
October R.eygluti9y., Lenin drew up his famous plea
for peacelul socra/ist constru ction. "

,

ln the first instance, April 1917, Lenin is refer-

ring to the coming to power of the working

class, in the second instance to the transition to
socialism once the working class has consolidated power-they are not related or similar or identical as C-omrade Khrushchev implies. lf his recollection of the April Theses of Lenin is correct,
then it must have been in order to affirm the Mdrxist position on violence, that the working class
does not seek and will not initiate it, and that
they possibly could, given the hecessary impotence of the capitalist class, achieve power
withouJ it. I say if h,is recollection is correct
because on page 197 of the History of the C'ommunist Party of the Soviet Union, we find this
following quote from Bussian Revolution, a book
written by Lenin and Stalin,

"The peaceful period of ine revolution has ended",
said eomrade Stalin, j'a non-peaceful period has
begun, a period ol c/ashes and explosions."
Bearing in mind Lenin's contention that the
bourgeois revolution can be quickly transformed
into socialist r.evo1ution, a position he,maintained
prior to 1917, this quotation from Juty of 1917
seems to indicate that in April, Lenin was referling to a peaceful period in the development of
the socialist revolution, a period between the
bourgeois and socialist revolutions. There is' a
good deal of difference between the concepts of

' a

peaceful period

in the

revolution and

a

peaceful revolution.
ln any case, Lenin demonstrated his thorough
dialectical brilliance shortly after that in August
1917, with the publication of that profound Marxist development of how socialist power will be
achieved and consolidated, State and Revolution,
in which he points out that it is philistine and not
revolutionary to expect. that violence will be
avoided, and how important it was to recognize
the inevitability of the use of violence by the
bourgeoisie against any attempt by the working
class to achieve power. To separate the,vanguard
of the working class from its reformist backdrag,
Lenin maintained, clarity on this question is of
supreme iniportance.
Comrade Khrushchev does npt contribute to
clarity and feeds reformist illusions. Beyond that,
his claim is frivolous, for in no capitalist country
of the world is the question of socialist power on
the agenda. Not even in France and'italy with
'their mass Communist Parties and their tremendous support in the population do they raise

.

socialism as an immediate question. How could
they-this is only possible in intense capitalist
crisis.
Of course, they develop a socialist perspective,
distribute socialist propaganda, show how they
do not seek violence, and show how it might
possibly be avoided. Perhaps they go too far in
this respeot; in any case, the overwhelming odds
qre against it, as Marx and Lenin have so convlncingly shown. Of course, if the crisis 'finds the
bourgeoisie so bankrupt they can offer oo, rB"l
sistance'whatever, the transition will be peaceful.
But who can postulate that at this time ahd fot
this next situation? To predict that this will occur
in this next period of intense crisis, and as''a
guide to action for that period, seems foolhardy
,

to the extreme, and I, for one, can see no
necessity to so revise Marxism at this time.

ln spiie of Comrade Khrushbhev's mixing of

the two questions, the transition to socialism once the wprking class hAs state power in its hands
is quite a different matter. Except for a quote
',
from, Lenin where the term "dictatorship of the
proletariat" is used, Comrade Khr,ushchev avoids
the phraSfhe uses such terms as "transfo.rm
the parliament to an instrtJment of the people's
will," "to secure fundamental changes",
"people's democracy as a form for reconstructing society on socialist lines", etc. This can hardly be an accident, and is, I believe, a throwback
to liberal bourgeois political ideology.
The importance of the doctrine of proletarian
dictatorship in order to maintain a t;uly revolutionary party, a party not held back by reformist
illusions and reformist betrayal-this is the his.
tory of the developing Marxist ideology in all
countries. To give it, up now as a tenet of Marx.,
ism is to give up part of our science that has
proven out in practice. Especially do I consider
that the practice , of Comrade 'Khrushchev in
sprinkling his theses with quotes from Lenin, asr
if to imply that he and Lenin are in agreement
when, in fact, they stand at o.pposite.poles, is not
a correct practice. For: instance, the quote he
uses from Lenin that includes the idea that each
country will develop ".one or another variety of
the dictatorship of the proletariat", he extends to
mean one or another variety of socialist organization, and implies that in China and in Eastern
European co'untries, they do not have the dictatorship of the proletariat.
ln addition, I would like to remind Comrade.
Khrushchev that the id6a that Leninism was a
specific contribution to the Russian Revolution'
only, was a scientific description of the specific
features of the Russian revolution and not applicable to the world, revolutionary rhovement,
was maintained by rightists and Trotskyites of his
own country and has been decisively rejected,,
with good cause, by the revolutionary movements
of the Soviet Union and the whole world.
Personally, I believe that the using df quotes
frorn Lenin to contradict the essence of Lenin_ism

:,
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Bubmit the following quotations from Lenin
Tnd,maintain their present applicability:
From The Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade
Kautsky:

':By so 'interpreting' the concept 'revotutionary dic-'
tatorship' as to expunge the revolutionary violence

of

the oppressed c/ass against lts opprebsors,
Kaatsky beat the world record in the tiberal dlstor-The
renegade Bernstein has proved to
.tion of Marx.

be a -mere puppy compared with "the renegade
Kautsky.

and again from the same work:

,

i.:..

'The historical truth is that in every profound revolution,'a prolonged, desperate resistance of the exploiters, who for a number of years enjoy important
practical advantages over the exptoited, is the rule.
Nevef--except in the sentimental fantasies of the
sentimental simpleton Kautsky-will the exploiters
submit to the decision of the exploited majority,
wjthoLt inaking use ol their advantages in a last
desperate battle, or series of battles.
"The trqnsition ,from capitalism to communLsm
represents an dntire historicat epoch. lJntil tfiis
epach has terrninated, the exploiters will inevitably
- cherish the hope of restoration, and. this hope will
be converted into attempts at restoration."
and from State and Revolution:

''The forms of bourgeois states' are exceedingty
variegated, but their essence is the same.' in one
way. or another, all these stafes are in the tast

analysis inevitably a dictatorship ol the
boUrgeoisie. The transition from capitatism to Communism will certainly bring a great veriety and
abundance of political fwms, but the'essence will
inevitably be only one: the dictatorship of the
proletariat. "

Of course, in the foreseeable future, when the
socialist world has grown to such'an extent that
oirly isotated capitaiist nations bf little strength
comprise thp capitalist worid, then, in these nations, it will probably be possible to speak of the
peaceful and parliamentary !ransition to
sooialism. lf Comrade Khrushchev had made the
rpbint that this growth of socialism and isolation of
capitalism had already proceeded to the extent that
a'dmdl country sucn-as Finlarld, let us say, whose
economy is already well integrated with that of the
Soviet Union, could proceed to socialism in a
Beaceful and parliamentary way, such a thesis
rnight be worthy of examination of the points it
raises;'l do not believe that even this would be presently correct, but at least it would be in the
nebessary direction.
,r,ln any case, history recoids many. disputes
bptween Liebknecht, Lenin, and the entire
Bolshevik Party against the' centrists and the
right wing of the German Social Democratic Par-

ty and the Mensheviks. Comrade Khrushchev's remarks are in support of a position long eiploded
by revolutionary Marxjsts and the judgement of

history. lt is absolutely correct to wage a
vigorous and sharp parliamentary struggle,
to
participate,'in most cases, in bourgeois -parliaments, and wage therein a vigorous defense of
the immediate needs of the people. Not to see
'the importance of parliamentary action is
anarchism, a trend in the labor movement now
insignificant and defeated.

But, on the other hand, a position of reliance
parliamentary tactics is opportunism, is
'Characteristic of the so-called Socialist Parties of
the wortd. What is the duty of a Communist in a
bourgeois parliament? ,To aid the developing
people's struoglbs, to expose tfre capitilists and
their agents, to lay bare the corruption and control of parliament by the capitalist class, to render
every possible aid to tlle struggles of thO people, to
use the parliament as a forum for publicizing actions and demands of the pegple in one area so
they can be taken up by bthers and a mass rnove-

on

ment built.

The role of parliamentary action is important,
but it is secondary to the movement of people in
action on their own behalf, which is primary. Not
until peopte take matters in their own hands is
fundamental success achieved. The boycott in
Montgomery, Alabama has more significance
than the introduction or passage of aqy law,
though I would not negate the importa'nce of
such legislative activity. Bevolutionary struggle as
in Montgomery raises th6 whole level of the movement away from simple and naive reformism to
a point where demands can actually be won. The
demand of equal tr-eatment ori lvlontgomery's
buses was only the trigger for this movement
which represents at present the highest point in
the march of the Negro peopte for equality and
dignity.

Comrade Khruschev states that his position
does not mean that the Communist position has
become identical to the reformist one, but,
search until midnight, they do not differ, and his
statement has no meaning,'is simply a declaration. lf a bourgeois parliament on the basis of reforms that have been wrung from the
bourgeoisre, popular representative elections,
etc., can move to socialism, then the reformists
are correct, reforms do lead to socialism, and the
Communists haVb been wrong for a hundred
years.

To think that a bourgeois parliament can go
this far is rosy optimism in the extreme and a
complete lack of understanding'of the realities of
life under capitalism. This lack of understanding
is shared by many in sapitalist countries, incl'uding many honest members of the working class.
But it was not to be expected from the Central
Committee of the world's first socialist state.
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Developments in Former Colonial Countries
I have previously stated .that in discussing the
'lz6ne of peace'l embracing the former colonial
gountries, Comrade Khrushchev makes the mistake
of regarding a temporary phgnomenon based'on '
the situation of the moment to be, of necessity,
durable and permanent.
It is true that follOwing World War ll, a'number. of
colonial countries successfully accomplished a
breikaway from rimperial domination. ln most,of
these countries, this breakaway has'been accompaflied by carryirq into effect the bourgeois revolur;
tion within these,countries. Because they.have but
broken away from a har,sh colonial domination of,
in some c?s€s; more,than a hundred years,',they:
have no great love for their for.mer oppressors and
are not anxious, for the:rnost part, to engage in al:
liance, military or otherwise, with them. This in
spite of the faet that in most of these:cour.ltries; the
former oppressor exercises more or less economic

of

,tat $en,
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newly freeing'itsel,f,,
from foreign dominatibn and,advancing agains!
feudalism, sought and .received the friendship of.
the Soviet Union, But this e hanged ri'raterialty,
with the developing betrayal by capitalist in-.
tqrests of thb revotution, by the alliance with
feudal elements and with imperialists, and the
bloody suppression of the popular will for, emanqipation and progress.
.Q! course, the situation is very different today,
.Thg, infant Soviet Union could give but little aid
to, Ghina; thp mighty Soviet Union ean give a
gfeqt deal of aid, to all the newly freed countries.
The',situation is mater.ially different but ,its ,Bs:
senpe ,remains the same-transition f r,om the
bqurgeois to the socialist revolution. Also: the
space,between the bourgeois and socialist re..
vglutions is partly and perhaps decisively:cie:'
termined by the strength and'maturity, o{. the revolutionqry Communist movement. In Flussia the
space wAs short; in China much longer and did"
not take, place until a Communist movement of.
strength and matgrrity was built from scratch. ln
some of these countries strong Communist movements already exist, in bthers they do not, and this
will determine, in part, the speed of transition.
This, then, is the formulation I tentatively raise,
perhaps it is not original: the 'bourgeois organization of the newly freed'colonial countries
is basically unstable; the contiadictions between
the developing popular aspirations and economic
organization of society must quickly mature to
sharp crisis. Not everywhere, if anywhere, will'
socialism be immediately victorious; in most
cases, a protracted period of revolutionary struggle wi{1 follow. Of course, socialism will eventual'
ly,triumph'and then the "2one of 'peace" will be
lastihg and of superior quality.
leadership

Sun

,
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ln some of these courttries, Pakistan and the
Pl'lilippines, for instance, where :imperialist
domination is the most intense, these countries
are entangled in imperialist military alliances.
Elut, in general, most of the former colonies have'
declared themselves neutral in the cold war, and
have made creditable contributions to peace.
One country, lndia, has been an, important, 'initiatof of peace actions, and"the Bandung'Conference which included countries in military al.
liance with 'imperialism, as well as Feople's
China, was nevertheless able to agree on'a progrdm of unity against colonialism'and {or peace,
one of the most important peace actions of 1he
past year.

All of thls is impressive and of immense
significance. Why, then, do I say'it is tempor,ary?
I say it is temporary because all of thesg countries will shortly be the scene of intense'class
conflict between the bourgeoisie and the, proletariat and peasantry, and the bourgeo'isies of
these countries will make alliances with imperialism in order to rnaintain their existence.
Between the bourgeois revolution and 'the
socialist revolution will be but a relatively short
l.do ,not
span of time in most of these countries:'
-for
these counbelieve that it can be otherwise,
tries came late to independent capitalism, most
have very large populations and a very backward
agriculture,- and capitalism in these ,countrles
cannot succeed in consistently and materially increasing the standard of living, cannot satisfy the
needs and aspirations ot the people kindled by
their bourgeois revolution andr.the successes'of
world socialism.
ln these countries capitalism will not remain'in
power long, ind, while it remains, its actions will
be determined by the class struggle within. lt will
not remain long, but it will not vqnish tornorro,w
. eithei. Let us recall China's bourgeois revolution
shortly after the socialist revolution in the Sovietr
Union. There, too; a capitalist China, under the

Peaks and Lulls of the Revolutionary Movement
' ''
in Capitalist Countries
Both i,n the section on war.and peace and on
transition to socialism, Comrade Khrushehev
seems to forget the crisis nature of change.
Thus, in speaking of countries where capitafisrn:
is still strong, it is possible for him to say: "There
the transition to rsocialism will be attended by 2
sharp class, revolutionary struggle." As if it will
be, a walkover anywhere and ," dccomplished
without struggle.
, The truth is that the world movesi and so old
and discredited ideas accumulate new features.
The truth is that in every lull in the revolutionary
dctivity of the rnasses, in every period when'
caprtalism seems to have a neW life, theseideas
are iebor:n and refurbished'with new features.
The truth is that the present period, is one of lul'l
in the rOvolutionary activity,of the'masses of thg
capitalist world.
'Marx and Lenirl And Stalin have noted, time
and time again that the developrnent ^f :pro1
letarian consciousness and proletarian activity ig
nof known for its smoothness, is not'evolutionary
:

.
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'periodb

of intense revolutionary activity cit tne masses; there are lulls
''where thgfe is very little revolutionary activity; ln
econQmic crisis and following defeat in war,
there is a peak in.revolutionary activity; following
a defeated revolution or in periodS of relative
capitalist prosperity, there is a lull.
'lt is irt these periods of lull that these ideas are
revived. Bernstein says that Marx was OK for his
time but, comrades, we must not'be dogmatic,
times have changed, and Comrade Khruihchev
says Lenin, was absolutely right in the conditions
in"d,eq/elopment.,There are

of his time, but, comrades, down with

dogmatismt 'there are new donditions. Granted
thal the existence of a-powerful sopialist wortd is
a' new pondition of important magh.itude,
capitalism,,though diminished in area, pd'wer'; inflyence, and stability, is still capitalism,
' ln accordance with the law of uneven development of capitaliSm,'peakE and lulls are not alike
{or different countries even at the same time.
And the'present'luil is a lull with a difference; a
lull jn: which the bourgeoisie hap been generally
unable to succeed in the tactics of isolation and
harassment of the left, a lull in which important
ccilonial victories'have .been achieved.
I
l. These
differences from previous lulls show .the
real weakness of capitatism in this period'in spite
of its apparent strength.. Despite attacks, the
French and ltalian Communist Parties have held
their own. Only in the United States and in some
other countries have the harassment and
reprqqiion borne fruit for the bourgeoisie in the
isolatiOn of ihe left and defections fiom its ranks.
But even in the United States where,revolutionary
activity of the American working class is at rock
bottom minimum, the Negro people are striking
giant.blows for liberation.
Comrades, this lull is about to pass from the
scene; imminent capitalist crisis will change the
spreading influence of these ideas. But because
we iare 'in a lull period now, these ideas are, it
seerns to me,- very dangerous. Not so much
bgcause df the ideas themselves-Ihey itvill be
lrlown out by the struggle of people in their own
behalf-but because of the crlppling effect they
have on the present class conscious militants.
;,'ln.a, similari-period of ,lull, the period of the
'Stolypin reaction; 1908.1912, following, the defeat
Of the 1905'revolution, how did the Bolshevik
Party; under the leadership of Lenin adapt their
tactics'to the perisd? Did they revise Marxism to
Sonform to the lull, did they present ideas of
peaceful . progress? No, they did not; they
stressed what was revolutionary in Marxism, they
lrained and steeled their coi'irrades in revolutiCnary Struggle, and history records who was
sble'to lead the people to socialism i/vhen the
corner was turned
, ,{n gpite of the self-admitted isolation of the
Bolsheviks, in spite of severe defections from the
fanks, they sy6tematically mairitained and deyeloped every possible tie with the masses, they
lought against Menshevik, opportunist ideology,

;.
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they trained and steeled their membership, and
strengthened the discipline of theirr organizations.
These are the' tested and found-Successf ul
methods for the development of a Marxist Party
in periods of a lull in revolutionary activity.
It is for these reasons thait l believe the ideas
of Comrade Khrushchev harmful. Why train revolutionaries when ,there will be no revolution?
Why enghge in revolutionary struggle fs7:p€do€
and socialism wheh wdr is not,,inevitable and
socialism will drop from the skies? Why study
Marx dnd Lenin when they are out of daie?'Unless a struggte against these ideas develops in
the ranks of the Communist Party, the coming
period will find us ill-pr:epared,..and should we
win leadership of the people on the basis of
these ideas, we will lead them to defeat.
Some may

ttlink'this aminor mAtter, but to

me

it is a principled question that strikes directly at
Communist ideology and Communist 'morality,

and, also, is one with the opportunism of the ma.
jor theses of the reBort.
ln, the section of the report on Party.organizationel work, Comrade Khrushchev makes a
nurnber of correct statements on the responsi'bili, ty of Party organizers to the job of increasing
production both on collective farms and in industry. Pointing out that the position "that Party
organizational work is one thing and economic
and government work is another'.' iS, incorrect
and harmful, [re correctly stresses the close ties
organizational work should have with production,

and calls for more concern and

mor,e

responsibility for production on the part qf Party
officials. From that point he goes on to say:
'Evidently, Comrades, lt rs necbssary to raise".the
material responsibility of leading personnel for the'
job entrusted to them so that their wages would to
a certain extent lepend on the resu/ts achieved. lf
the plan is tulfilled or overfulfilled; they should get
more, if not---thek u/ages should be reduced. Some
may object that this principle cannot be applied to
Paity ofticials, tor their functions lie in the organiza. tional and ideological spheres, and are not tied up
direcily with the resu/ts of economic activity. Bqt
can Pafty organizational work be considered sucrcessfu/ if it does not have a beneficial intluence on
production?"
It is not the principle of increased pay for irigreased production that I object to, and l. do
believe that Party organizational work shquld be
directly benefieial , to .production in a socialist
land. But'that farty workers should recqivF increased pay for beneficial Party work I will not
grant. As a matter of'faet, it is an insult to the
Party and its organizers. Shades of Dave Eeck!
He thinks it:s quite alright for his take from the
union to be exprpssed in hundreds of thousands of
dollars, because*hasn't he ipproved the financial
position of his union by much more than that?
No, a' Gommunist organizer is not afrd should
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not be moved to the ever-increasing

improvement of his own work by the hope or promise cif
financial gain. Such individuals are not Party organizer material. A Communist, and certainly a
Communist organizer, must be devoted to the improvement of his own work in order to contribuie
to the general improvement of the life of his people, to the improvement of society. I cannot see
how this idea could possibly be raised by the
Central Committee of a Communist Party. ls such
. a proposal consistent with motivation of devotion
and sacrifice toi the p'eople's interest? ls this a
proposal for "people of .a special mold"?
The American Communist Party can still remember those who joined it during the revolutionary upswing,of American people in the 1930s
to get a job in the growing trade union movement or, overestimating . the revolutionary
possibilities in the situation, wante-d to get in on
the ground floor with a good thing. These individuals are no longer with us, and better so.
This proposal I do not see at all-l do not see
how it can be seriously raised.
On the Reevaluation of Stalin

'

Before I go into the substance of the reevaluation of Stalin, a word on its method of presentation. I do-not see how it could have been more
clumsily handled than it was. At one fell swoop
to so feed the slanders of world capitalism, to
damage the great and growing prestige of the
Soviet Union among men and women of good
will everywhere, to strike a blow at the influence
of the fraternal parties in capitalist countries and
without consultation with them-these were certainly not the aim of the Central Committee.
And yet these are the fruits of their work.
Could not the experienced comrades of the Central Committee foresee this? True it is that open
discussion of our mistakes is beneficial to the
development of our work, but is it necessary to
so raise and carry out the discussion so that., at
least, all, the initial effects are harmful, to produce a self:inflicted crisis in every fraternal Party? Perhaps the American Communist Pdrty was

by way of coming into crisis
nevertheless

regar.dless;

the present atmosphere is not one

that can produce a reasoned resolution, especially in view of the major theses of the report.
The substance of the discussion of the role of
Stalin will possibly be argued and counterargued for a long time. I make only a very few
points. The so-called Secret Report is a very subjective document; lt is, especially the last twothirds, as seen through the eyes of Comrade
Khrushchev. While I am in no position to refute
any of fts allegations, yet I cannot accept them,
at least in the import they are given.
There is too much objective evidence, not only
in the glorious mdrch of socialism in the Soviet
Union,. but also in the works of Comrade Stalin
himself, to so readily permit me to accept the
theme of Comrade Khrushchev as gospel. His
early works, Marxism and,the Nationit Question,

the best, the very best short, simple and .profound exposition of the principles of dialectical
and historical materialism, the polemics against
r,ight and left deviations on the road to socialism;
on questions,,of agriculture-these are only a few
of his many theoretical contributions.
The impiication is that he was alright when
young, but as he grew older deterioration set in.
We know that this is not an uncommon occurrence and would be perhaps easy to believe were
it not for the fact that shortly before his death,
he produced two magnificent works, Marxism in
Llngurstlcs and Economic Problems of Socla/ism.
The first is a significant contribution not gnly to
questions of linguistiCs, but is an original Marxist
development of the role of base and superstructure. And the second is the only serious and im- ,
portant work on the transition to communism.
Comrade Mikoyan questions the last work on
the basis of a formulation of a shrinking world
capitalist market and asks-has it shrunk?:-no,
production has gone up in capitalist countries.
Pbrhaps Stalin's forrnulation is incorrect, but,
Cdmrade Mikoyan, I wouldn't bet on it. The not -,
rdmote future will settle that point and I will wait.
iln addition, Stalin authored some of the best
attacks on the "cult of the individual", and his
articles on collective work are inspiring.'Then
what do we have-someone who preached well
but practiced badly? Maybe so. I can postulate
that a great theoretical physicist might beat his
children, but I find it difficult to comprehend that ,
a genius in social science can produce sound
and original wOrk dedicated to human' advance- .
ment without a genuine love for humanity, with
self-glorification as his guiding impulse, with a
care for self above his fellow. On this basis it is
possible that the next great advancement in
Marxist science will come f roin a thorough
scoundrel. I do not see it-there is a unity to the
whole man; to be great in this field seems precisely not possible for a villain.
Of course, as well as unity, there is diversity to ,
the whole man, .and €ven the greatest will have
faults,'perhaps serious ones. Mio T5etung called
Stalin "the greatest genius of our age." He was a
genius but a mortal one and I am sure he made
mistakes.

Comrade Togliatti and Comrade Dennis feel
that the Central Committee should have been
more self-critical, that the mistakes were not otl'ly

Stalin's but the Central Committee's also'
Fleasoning in the 'same way but from the
opposite direction, to my mind Stalin deserves
.-criticism for the fact that the Central Committee
hesorecentlydepartedfromcouldproducesuch
un Leninist theses as are detailed in their 20th

Congress Fleport.

Stalin was very sharp, perhaps too sharp in
polemic. I suppose, it was not for nothing he
received the name Stalin. When the policy, and I
believe rt was ,collective, was determined that it
was necessary to remove the influence of enemy
ideology from the growing socialist country, he
CaqrieA out the policy-is the word ruthlessly-?-l

!
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am sure.that injustice was done and there were
''crinnds against Soviet legality." I do not pass
these deaths off lightly. I suppose that some
injustice was inevitaO-16, perhaps there was a
great deal too much. I do not pass it off tighily
bu{ I can't help noting that socialism has brought
forth in the Soviet U,nion a mighty land, and a
certain hope for humanity.
It would be pleasbnt to be able to blame Beria
for these crimes against Soviet legality"
exclusively, but one. can't do that-it's too
. simple, and I can't help asking one question. A
number of trials in a number of countries, open
trial.s where the defendants have confessed, l-rave
been declared frame-ups and "crimes against
socialist legality." About these trials a number of
questions have remained unanswered, notably
why the defendants did not deny their confession
in court. So I ask Comrade Khrushchev why
wasn't the trial of Beria an open trial-was this
not a 'violation of Soviet legality"?
Beria was a member of the Central Commit_tee
and occupied one of the most important posti in
the Soviet Union. I thrnk that his trial was ihe
first such closed trial of such a high
official---even under Beria himself I dbn't think
that . this took 'place. , But ev6n if they had
occurred previously-wasn't it necessary to break
with all that? And only recently and following the
20th Congress, four important officials oi the
Party were convicted in a closed trial. When thb
Central Committee makes the point that
over-confidence in Stalin was an illusion shar:ed
by many, they should be more sensitive to the
discrepancies between their words and their
deeds.

As to Stalin's role in the war: I believe that the
itrategy Statin used was to engage the German
Army directly .at the first attack, to hotd them
back as long as possible while the Soviet people
. moved the industry piece by piece beyond the
Ural Mountains. This was the greatest movement

of industry in military history and

was
accomplished, all in all, swiftly. Then the Soviet
Arriry retreated, holding at key points.
Gomrade Khrushchev seems to imply that
proper pieparation and proper tactics woutd
have stopped the Nazi army at or near the
border. I wonder. To my mind this strategy,
whether it was Stalinr or was a collective one,
'was masterly, and furthermore indicated the high
degree of bonfidence placed in the Soviet people
-to carry out such a complex and arduous task, a
completely unprecedented task. That it was
accomplished was a decisive factor in the
eventual successful conclusion-to the war, and I
agree with Comrade Khrushchev that the malor
credit belongs to the heroic and dedicated Soviet

'
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PeoPle.

I think that a belief in the cutt of the individual
grievous fault, and should be struggled
against and overcome. Nor do I think that the
adulation of even a great man as if he were
divine bhould be perpetuated. I cannot argue

is a

with the points Comrade Khrushchev raises

in

this respect; I have no knowledge beyond Stalin's
own statements to contradict it. '
Nevertheless, even if true, I feel-compelled'to
ackhowledge my indebtedness to Comrade Statin
for the help his works have given me in the study
of Mqrxism. And, also, I agree with Comrade
Togliatti that the "cult of the individual" can be
rro explanation of injustice, that the errors of a
rnan are his, but that the errors of a socialist
collective can not be one man's.
Let me make a hypothesis. Suppose that the
Central Committee, instead of carrying out the
reevaluation in the way it did, had said this:
"Comrades, once the Soviet 'union was an isolated
bastion of developing sociatism surrounded 6y
enemies. At that time it u/as necessary to be halsh
to our enemies, of which not a few exlsted in our
own land. ln our determination to jealously guard

our Soviet land we committed certain serious
excesses, and, in that situation, it was possible for
certain se/f-seekers to make a buslness of
accusation. But, Comrades, thls is no longer the

case. Our Sovlet tand is no longer isotated but ,s
part of the mighty camp of world socialism, and our
enemies within our borders are few indeed. The

cold war is

a

daily failure, and bright are

the

prospects for peace and socialism. Enemies are still
enemies, and they will be curbdd;- but now it is
more important to develois Soviet legality. to new
heights, to make it impossible for the innocent to be
convicted. ln'this process we will gxamine all our
past actions, will rehabilitate the innocent wherever

that is posslb/e, and restore the good name of all
who were unjustly convicted." ln the necessary
period of repression of o.Ur loes the Central
Committee headed by Comrade Statin made many
errors. We now examine these errors to prevent
recurrence here. and as a help to our fraternal
parties in the socralsf world who now travel the
road we've covered, which they travel under more
favorable circumstances. On the basis of oltr
experience may they avoid those errors that have
been ours.
Do you think that this is a false or a pretty way
to frame the question? I think it would have been
ffitrre correct, and, certainly, would not have had
the same effect. Honest people the world over
would have been impressed to admiration: Just
as the Soviet peace policy has found admirers in
the hundreds of millions in all lands, so this
policy would have helped them to understanding,
on the road to socialist action.

ln Conclusion
The reverberations of the 20th Congress have
had a profound effect on the American Com-

munist Party. Many honest comrades are severely
shaken. The most of these perhaps agree. with
the theses and the reevaluation as presented,
'and are shocked that it has occurred. To lhem it
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fras rocked the logic of their own,lives; of their
years of devotion they ask the question, "What
for?" and, at least temporarily, many of these are
to inaction.
stunned
Otners,-rik;-;;, drsagree with the theses and
reevaluation and 'are shocked that tlie .Central
Committee is making whal we believe to be very
sad errors. To these, too, the roaS forward is not
clear. How are )r/e to meet this crisis, how are we
to stem the tide of the loss of rnembership and

basic organizations, to systematically develop our
ties with the working class,'to hammer out the
courses of action in the sphere of the individuEl
club, to study the classics, and to build our party
unity in practice. We must discuss the questions
that arise in the course of our work nol to the point
of bickering and nof to the point of unAnimous
- agreement on everything, the devil take the dissenters.

These are not jiisi worcis. Even if we can't
agree on all questions of grand strategy, we can
probably agree quite readily on the very next
step in our bpsib organizations to extend our influence and deepe.n the content of our work. ln
this respect we must cherish our press, we must
improve its use value to the basic organizations,
and build its readership. And with all the difficulties, we must find others who vVill work with
us, join our ranks, and start oUr Party again on
t[e process of growth.
We are spending a lot of discussion on how
we can formulate an over-all policy for our national Party that, presumably, will end our "isolation" and increase our'strength. Maybe we'll suc.
ceed. But at the same time. and even primarily,
let us begin at the other end to ntake contait
with the people, to take, part in and to initiate
successful struggles in our shops an9
neighborhoods, in the life of our cities, and ih
the countryside.
ln this I know we can succeed. And through
our errors 4nd our successes we will hammer out
a correct national policy also. We must take a
.turn, and I think this is a necessary step.
\

activity?

Reaction lhas rid us of the* personal opportunists we had in our ranks. We cannot afford
to lose these comrades who are in grave doubt.
We cannot afford to lose them_because they are
very honest and sincere, and because they have
shown courage and iqtegrily by remaining Communists through a very trying period. For the
sake of our Party, for the sake of the developing
American struggles, we must make every effort to
keep our losses low.
The questions raised by the 20th Congress are
very important and they will be decisively settled.
But they'will not be settled tomorrow, and there
is a danger that before these and many troubling
questions of the national' policy of our Party are
Settled, our casualties will be too great to bear.
How to move forward in this situation? I believe
that the most fruitful policy we cah follow is a
determined policy to develop the role and extend
the influence of the 'Party club. This is always
correct, but at this point it becomes an ab$olute
'necessity.
We rnust appeal individually to'our comrades
to find the answers themselves in the wo.rk of the
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